CASE STUDY
Set up a service center in Lille

The Admiral Group, car insurance leader created in the United Kingdom in 1993,
launched its activity in France in 2010, under the name L’olivier Assurance.
In 2013, satisfied with the first results, the company decides to fully apply its working
process on the French Market.
While the L’olivier Assurance is thinking about its future location, Hello Lille Invest
contacts the directors to promote the relevance of Lille’s region.
Early 2014, the company starts implementing its own French sales department with
12 employees. In 2017, moved by its good results, L’olivier Assurance moves to
larger premises, extending to a 2,000m2 building currently hosting more than 300
employees. In 2024, the staff should reach 500 persons, only in Lille!
L’olivier Assurance sells car insurance contracts by phone and online directly to
its customers. The company highlights its quality of services, transparency and
easiness in the customer experience as their main assets.

L’olivier Assurance, had three main challenges to choose their location:
•

Integrate a dynamic ecosystem, able to meet their needs in insurance expertise
and supported by key local players

•

Find a deep employment pool, able to provide enough motivated talents to
keep up with the company’s growth pace.

•

Choose a key location allowing both Parisian teams to arrive quickly and local
employees to enjoy an easy daily access to public transportation.

Hello Lille Invest quickly knew how to match these expectations with the assets
offered by Lille’s region.

To meet L’olivier Assurance’s requirements, Hello Lille Invest selected a few
premises matching their criteria.
Juan Claudio Peña Castillo, Manager of Retention for L’olivier Assurance,
summarizes his experience with Hello Lille Invest during this project:
I think the agency’s support is mandatory ! We felt very supported by Hello Lille
Invest.
We received their precious support on different aspects: search for real estate,
connections with real estate agents who were able to quickly understand our
needs. We’ve been introduced to key contacts at local public employment
agencies, who helped us in our first recruitments. We also met private recruitment
specialists through the agency and this has been a real accelerator !

We gained efficiency and time.
Hello Lille Invest helped us decrypt Lille’s region specificities, among which
geography. When you arrive on a new territory, you have no idea about the most
strategic location to set up your offices.

The insurance sector is a historical sector in our territory. Lille Métropole is the
cradle of many players such as Verspieren or Vauban, who merged with Humanis
in 2006.
All the players in the area, create an emulation both on the employment market and
within these companies which challenges the ecosystem. The companies
themselves are launching new projects leading to new organisations. This is exactly
what L’olivier Assurance initiated, as Juan Claudio Peña Castillo explains :
We have just signed a tri-partite partnership between TMK performance, BNP and
AXA to create a training program for bank and insurance client advisor tailored to our
needs
The culture of insurance and customer relations is part of the territory’s DNA which
is constantly boosted by the arrival of new players.

L’olivier Assurance did not face any specific difficulties in recruiting its talents. Indeed
as Juan Claudio Peña Castillo mentions «skills do exist on the territory ».
But after all, he also underlines that : « It is not so important to have a specific
insurance expertise to recruit ».
«We realized that in some departments […] such as in operation, sales or customer
retention for instance, it was almost counter productive to have someone who had
previously worked in another insurance company, because in that case, the
personmight have assumptions. »
By promoting the diversity of profiles, L’olivier Assurance can rely on a local and
involved employment pool to support its development. Actually, while the site initially
had only a sales department, it now hosts HR functions and customer services in
Lille.
« At Admiral Group, we cultivate the sense of doing things differently. »
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